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ABSTRACT

The capacitance array tool (CAT) uses twelve probes distributed symmetrically to measure the response at different azimuths in the wellbore. It is especially suitable to measure highly-deviated wells and horizontal wells, and can intuitively reflect the phase distribution of fluid in the wellbore to image the logging information. This paper considers the dynamic subdivision of instrument rotation, and an imaging algorithm based on the modified Gaussian weighting function is proposed. This algorithm uses different parameters, vertically and horizontally, to adapt to the stratification phenomenon of fluid. In order to improve adaptability, the algorithm introduces the correction coefficient which is determined by using optimization. The results show that the imaging effect coincides well with the corresponding photographs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In highly-deviated wells and horizontal wells, the traditional production logging instrument has a large error rate [1] because of the natural stratification of fluid caused by gravitational differentiation in the case of multiphase flow. For this reason, the companies Halliburton and SONDEX jointly launched the capacitance array tool, or CAT. The CAT has twelve mini probes distributed radially in the wellbore and located in the same lateral section. Each probe can exactly probe the hold-up or attribute value of fluid around it with a detection range of 0.3 mm [2]. When the flow pattern in the wellbore is laminar flow, the probe can exactly offer hold-up of each phase. The CAT can process continuous measurement and fixed-point measurement and visually display the measured data from each of the twelve probes showing the distribution state of fluid in the wellbore. But research of the CAT imaging algorithm is in the preliminary stage and lacks relevant achievements. It is therefore necessary to further study the flow imaging algorithm of the CAT logging data.

Because of the small detection range of the probe relative to the wellbore radius, the response values of the twelve probes can be considered to show the attribute values at twelve points in this cross section for one cross section of the wellbore. Imaging is essentially interpolation.

It is difficult to obtain interpolation results with clear practical significance based solely on the attribute values at twelve probes without adding other information. Supposing that the relevance between the points continuously decreases with the increasing of the distance and that the flow pattern in the wellbore is laminar flow, then the speed of the continuous decrease of relevance in the horizontal direction with the distance increasing can be considered to be less than the one in the vertical direction. That is, the degree of approximation between the attribute value of a probe and neighboring points in the horizontal direction is great, and that of the vertical direction is relatively small. The efficient numerical simulation technique can also be used to analyze the distribution characteristics of multiphase flow in wellbores [3-4]. Hence, the inverse distance weighting method or the gauss weighting interpolation can be modified slightly and applied to the flow imaging algorithm of the CAT logging data. This paper discusses the modified gauss weighting interpolation, and uses the developed program to process the measured data. Finally, the algorithm performance is verified.

2. ROTATION OF CAT AND SUBDIVISION OF WELLBORE CROSS SECTION

In actual measurement, it is difficult to prevent the instrument from rotating. For the CAT, a special piece of equipment records the rotation angle in a timely manner relative to the upper part of the wellbore to determine the exact location of the CAT in the wellbore. Considering its advantageous properties, the Delaunay triangular mesh generation is chosen to subdivide the wellbore cross section.
A variety of methods are available to realize the subdivision. Subdivides the wellbore cross section without considering the rotation of the instrument, and then matches the probe to the boundary points. This method, however, has two deficiencies. The first drawback is that the twelve probes equally distributed on the circumference usually cannot satisfy the requirement of equidistance as they are matched to the boundary points. The second drawback is that the actual position of the probes do not always coincide with the boundary points. Hence, it is not feasible to initially subdivide the wellbore cross section. Under the premise of considering the rotation of instrument, this paper dynamically subdivides the wellbore to overcome the deficiencies of the method in reference [5]. The actual idea is described as follows.

The radius is taken along the direction of the rotated No.1 probe. Along the radius direction, the cross-sectional region is equally divided into $N$ annulus. In this paper, $N$ is taken as 30. For each annulus, it is equally divided into $12t$ for $t=1,2,3,\ldots,N$ in counterclockwise direction from the inside out. In this way, the cross-sectional region has $6N(N+1)+1$ nodes in total. The probes are precisely positioned in the subdivision nodes and are distributed symmetrically.

### 3. MODIFIED GAUSS WEIGHTING INTERPOLATION ALGORITHM

The imaging interpolation algorithm of the CAT is used to evaluate the measured values of other nodes on the cross section based on the values of nodes located in the twelve probes. The modified gauss weighting interpolation algorithm is described as Eq (1).

$$w_i = \sum_{j=1}^{12} k_j \times D_{ij} \times T_j$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $w_i$ is the response predicted value on the $i$-th node; $T_j$ is the measured response value of the $j$-th probe of CAT; $D_{ij}$ is the contributive weight value of the $j$-th probe acting on the $i$-th node; and $k_j$ is the correction coefficient of the $j$-th probe. Because this paper adopts dynamic subdivision, the weight can only be determined dynamically because it depends on the subscripts $i$ and $j$. The determinative rules for weight $D_0$ and correction coefficient $k_j$ are given below.

The Cartesian coordinates $Oxy$ in the cross section plane are then established with the origin, denoted by $O$, as the core of the section, and the horizontal direction as the $x$-axis. The weight $D_0$ is expressed as Eq (2).  

$$D_{ij} = \exp(-\frac{(x-a)^2}{m^2} - \frac{(y-b)^2}{n^2})$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $m$ and $n$ are the diminishing control coefficients in the horizontal and vertical directions respectively; $a$ and $b$ are firstly, the method used in reference [5] is analyzed, which respectively the $x$-coordinate and $y$-coordinate of the node corresponding to the $j$-th probe; $x$ and $y$ are the $x$-coordinate and $y$-coordinate of the $i$-th node.

The interpretation model is expected to be effective for every node with certain applicability. So it is essential that the computational results at the nodes are close to the measured values. But it is not sufficient to only use the above rule to determine $D_{ij}$. For this reason, the correction coefficient $k_j$ is introduced to modify the weight of the probe to guarantee that the computational result at the probe position equals the measured value or that the error between the two is very small.

In order to determine the correction coefficients $k_1,k_2,\ldots,k_{12}$, the objective function is established, shown as Eq (3).

$$\min \sum_{j=1}^{12} (w_j - T_j)^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $w_j$ is the computational value at the node of $j$-th probe obtained from Eq (1). The optimal algorithm [6-10] is needed to determine the correction coefficients. The flow chart of PSO is shown in Figure 1. When the objective function arrives at the minimum value, the corresponding correction coefficients can be determined.

For the horizontal well and highly-deviated well, the well inclination, flow rate and the inflow of fluid all have an influence on the flow regime in the wellbore. The $m$ and $n$ values are determined according to the pre-judging of the wellbore diameter and flow regimes to guarantee that the change rule of $D_{ij}$ reflects the change rule of fluid distribution in the wellbore. The difference between the above two change rules is modified by choosing $k_1,k_2,\ldots,k_{12}$. Thus the modified Gaussian weighting algorithm can adapt to the flow regime in the wellbore and the well inclination.

### 4. TRANSFORMATION FROM ATTRIBUTE VALUE OF NODE TO ATTRIBUTE VALUE OF COLOR

The transformation from the response value of node to the attribute value of color must first be realized in order to visualize the cross section of the wellbore. The theoretical response values of CAT probe in water, oil and gas phase are 1, 0.2 and 0 respectively [2]. While dealing with the response values, a neighborhood of the theoretical response value can be assigned. As long as the response value locates in the corresponding neighborhood, we consider the corresponding phase. This is also the imaging method used for the point diagram in the third bars in Table. 1. RGB color format is used [11]. Blue (0,0,255) is used to show the water phase, green (0,255,0) to show the oil phase and red (255,0,0) to show the gas phase.
5. APPLICATION

The data comes from the gas, oil and water three-phase flow experiment based on the multiphase flow simulator. The pipe diameter is 120 mm. The temperature in the experiment is 12-13 ℃; pressure is 0.2 MPa; mediums are tap water, diesel and gas; well inclination is 90°; gas flow rate is 100 m³/d; total flow rate of oil and water is 150 m³/d; water content is 80%. CAT instrument is dragged to measure at different rates in the pipeline. According to the foregoing modified Gaussian weighting algorithm, taking \( m = 62 \) and \( n = 24 \) , APSO is used to calculate the correction coefficient. The imaging proceeds under different measurement modes which include spot measurement denoted as 0, velocity measurement 4 m/min denoted as 4U, velocity measurement 12 m/min denoted as 12U and velocity measurement 20 m/min denoted as 20U. The imaging results and the corresponding profile images are shown in Table 1, where the phase distribution of the cross section can be intuitively seen. Although the measurement mode has a certain influence on the measured results, the change is small. The distribution of multiphase fluid in the wellbore is largely consistent with the photograph.

6. CONCLUSIONS

(1) Twelve probes of CAT measure the holdup of phase along different directions on cross section of wellbore for the horizontal well and highly-deviated well. The imaging interpretation can intuitively display the phase distribution on the cross section.

(2) Through introducing the correction coefficient and adopting the special subdivision ways for the wellbore cross section, the interpretation model proposed in this paper improves the precision of the interpretation while considering the rotation of the instrument.
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Table 1. Comparison between imaging results of CAT experiment data and the corresponding photographs under different measurement modes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement mode</th>
<th>Photograph</th>
<th>Imaging</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td><img src="image0.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4U</td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12U</td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20U</td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**NOMENCLATURE**

- \( N \) : Dimensionless number of subdivision annulus
- \( t \) : Dimensionless number
- \( w \) : Dimensionless predicted attribute value of node
- \( k \) : Dimensionless correction coefficient of probe
- \( D \) : Dimensionless contributive weight value of the probe acting on the node
- \( T \) : Dimensionless measured response value of the probe
- \( Oxy \) : Cartesian coordinates in the cross section plane
- \( a \) : \( x \)-coordinate of the node corresponding to the probe, mm
- \( b \) : \( y \)-coordinate of the node corresponding to the probe, mm
- \( x \) : \( x \)-coordinate of the node corresponding to the node, mm
- \( y \) : \( y \)-coordinate of the node corresponding to the node, mm
- \( m \) : Dimensionless control coefficients in the horizontal direction
- \( n \) : Dimensionless control coefficients in the vertical direction

**Subscripts**

- \( i \) : Dimensionless number of node
- \( j \) : Dimensionless number of probe